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THE FUTURE OF THE AIRSHIP.*
By Edward P. Warner,
-Professorof Aeronautics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The t2aged~ of the Roma, added to the ccllapse
.
of the ZRZ in
England last summer, has naturally turned public opinion very
strongly against the airship as compared with the _heavier-than-
air craft which obtain their lift from wings rather than from bags
‘filledwith gas.
pute between the
ish new material
The &lsasters will lend new ardor to the dis-
advocates of airship and airplane and will fu~-
on which they may base tb.eirdiscussions.
The catastrophe at Hampton Roads, however, even following
that at Hull, shouid not blind us to the real potentialities of
the airship and to its real usefulness in commercial transporta-
tion. Not only should we guard against underestimating its pos-
sibilities in the future, but we should also be watchful lest we
forget what it has done in the past. However, while the last
years have witnessed these two disasters, the preceding 20 years
show hardly a single “accidentof the same sort.
In twenty years of operation the Zeppelin Clompanyhave had
no structural collapses of their airships, nor have any of their
commercial ships ever lost a passenger. The British record was
equally clear up to the time of the loss of the”ZR2 and such acci-
dents had been equally rare in,Italy, the home of the Roma type,
Accidents have occurred from time to time, of course, but they
have come when the pilot was attempting to land. Accidents in
* Taken from ‘*TheGhristian Science Monitor.‘~
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flight have been exceedingly rare, almost non-e:~isten~~
The Merits of the A:t.rsh~n.
———
Deeply though we zegret t% accidents Wat have now happ+sdj
l
they should not cause us to lose our balance and to condemn the
aizship completely without examination of its merits, which are
very great for some purposes. The ai~ship is particularly use-
ful for long cross-country and trans-oceanic trips. as it cm OI?-
erate economically over enormously longer stretches of territory
mithou.treplenishment of fuel than can the airplaiie. The aizship
also is invaluable for work of a sort which necessitates passing
over jungle or desert or other country where landings would be
difficult, as engine stoppage has, of course, no terrors for the
aircraft which depends
Another advantage
much more economically
on the lift of gas for its sustentation.
of the airship is that it can be operated .
than the airplane, the power required to
transport a given useful load being much less in the first case
tlxun
pozt
in the second, and the necessary
therefore, be made more
now deiiandedby ship and railroad.
Still another gainis in the
charges for
nearly
coaercial
competitive
improved roominess
i ran3-
those
of the pas-
senger airship. Even with present sizes of rigid airships it is
easy to provide a promenade a couple of hundred feet long and to
furnish cabins and gener~l accommodations quite equal in confort
to those ordinarily provided on ships. The airplane, on the other
h~.ndzmust always be a little cramped.
1
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v~lU5 fOl? Long JOU?XL~y13.
Obviously.,from,this,listing_of qualifications, likeairship is
.,,..
particularly well fitted for trips of great length and o“fsuch a
nature that few intermediate stops are possible or desirable. It
is especially valuable where exceedingly high average speeds are
not required, 50 or 60 miles an hour being suff.Jcient. The most
notable examples of such routes are those,connectingAmerica with
Europe and America with Asia, North with South America, ati Eng-
land with
Even
economy?s
South Africa and with Australia.
if run at the much reduced speed of 50 miles an hour for
sake an aimship is capable of cutting two-thirds from
the fastest possible time with any of the transportationmeans
now used, over any of the routes mentioned. As an illustration
of the possibilities, a ship of the size of the general t~e of
the ZRll,but naturally strengthened structurally where the ZR2
proved too weak, would be able to travel from London to Australia,
with stops in Egypt and India, In ten days or a little less. ......
Millions in (lapitalNeeded.
‘The most difficult feature of the airship from a commercial
standpoint is that it can be operated economically only on a rath-
er large scale. A rigid,.
. .
and it would probably be
ice with less than tkree
ing the
if such
airship costs from a million dollars up,
unprofitable to attempt to run any serv-
shipS. The provision of masts for moor-
ships and other facilities at the terminal of the journeys
a provision is not to be.made by the government, would run
..fl
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the cost’of the operating up to still a larger sum and it is not
to be wondered.at..in the.present...ilep~essedeconomic condition thai
everyone should have hesitated to undextake th~ expenditure nec-
~ .essary.
The Zeppelin Coiipanyseem willing to undertake
ploitation but are hindered for fear of the Alliess
company has had enough experience to feel justified
“ the risk. Natural as this condition is, it is much
commercial ex-
while no other
in assuming
to be deplored,
and for the good of aeronautics we may earnestly hope tkat some
means will be found of taking over some of the British rigid air-
ships which have been offered for the purpose and of starting a
regular oomnercial service in the near future.
tIBlim~sll’of Limited Use.
If airships are to come into regular commercial use, as it
seems certain that they must sooner or later, the ships used must
be of the rigid, or at least of the semi-rigid type. The non-
tfwith which dwellers in the neighborhood Of naValrigid “blimps,
stations have become familiar in the last few years, are too lim-
ited in size and are too difficult to handle when on the ground
to be of any possible use.
As between the fully rigid type, like the ZR2, and those semi-
rigid ships, of which the Roma was one, whose only rigid framework
consists of a triangular keel running along the lowez side of the
bag, the question of su~eriority iS by no means sett”ledand is en-
shrouded in extreme technicality. The layman, however, naturally
feels most confidence in the ship which is a single rigid fram;?
throughout’’a~d’whichdoes--notdepend at all..,ongas.pressure to
hold its proper shape.
Among the xumerous distinct economic advantages of air trans-
port, whether by airships or airplanes, there is one which is of-
ten overlooked but which nevertheless ranks for some purposes :-’
adong the most important. It has been the experience in the past
that nearly every gain in speed’has required an increase in the
size of the transpo~tation unit giving it. The fastest marine
transport is by the largest liners, the fastest land transport by
heavily-loaded limited trains. With aircraft, however, the re-
verse is the case, and the highest speeds are obtained with small
units, The result is that it is necessary to run a great number
of such units to handle any considerable traffic, and they can
therefore be spaced efficiently through the day. TO
passengers carried by a single limited train such as
ning between Boston and New York, for example, about
haridlethe
those run-
40 airplanes
of ordinary commercial size would be necessary, and those 40 ?M---
chines could be distributed over 6* hours at 10-minute intervals.---
Not only does the airplane cut the time in transit in half, it al-
so insures that the business man will find a conveyance leaving
for his destination within a few minutes of any time that he may
TTish.
